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ABSTRACT: We perform an electrokinetic characterization of ~300 nm Nafion films deposited on glass slides over a relatively unexplored region of ionic strength and pH. Owing to the small pore size of the Nafion, we probe the Nafion–fluid interface with the streaming potential measurement, and we probe ionic transport through the entire thickness of the Nafion film with the conductivity measurements. By applying a transport model for each of these measurements, we show that the inferred fixed charge density and characteristic fluid resistance length is different in each case. Analyzing our results with data from the literature, we suggest that our result is consistent with a thin Nafion film that is both nonuniform and weakly hydrated. Our regimen of experimentation and analysis may be generalized to characterize other porous and charged layers.

INTRODUCTION

Electrokinetic phenomena, typically characterized by the ζ potential,1,2 reveal information on the physicochemical state of an interface in contact with an electrolytic solution. Electrokinetic parameters, like the ζ potential, are dependent upon the chemistry of the solid–liquid interface; the pK of acidic and basic groups, the ionic nature of the solution,3 and the presence of surfactants4 contribute strongly to observed electrokinetic effects. The morphology of the interface is also important; in contrast to a system with charged rigid walls, systems with porous and charged layers can exhibit increased fluxes of mass and current.5

The electrokinetic response of a material or system is described by the electrokinetic coupling matrix (EKC). The EKC characterizes the response of a system to linear forcing by pressure (Vp) and electrical potential (Vϕext) gradients:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
Q/A \\
I/A
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
X_{11} & X_{12} \\
X_{21} & X_{22}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
-Vp \\
-Vϕ_{ext}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The angled brackets take the area average of the component of the gradient normal to the channel cross-section, that is, ⟨Vϕext⟩ = 1/A ∫ A Vϕext dA. Area-averaged fluxes of volume, Q/A, and current, I/A, are related to the gradients via coupling coefficients: The hydraulic capacitance, X11, relates the ease with which flow is actuated by pressure, the electrical conductivity, X22, relates the applied electric field to the driven current, and the off-diagonal terms, X12 and X21, communicate the ability of the system to generate flow from an applied potential gradient and current from an applied pressure. These off-diagonal terms are equal by Onsager reciprocity.

Electrokinetic techniques are often used to measure physical and chemical properties of porous and charged layers.5

Typically, streaming current, streaming potential, and conductivity measurements are coupled with physical measurements of the porous layer and a numerical6–8 or approximate analytical9–14 models of the transport in the layer. Zimmermann et al.15 performed a combined analysis to study protein adsorption within a planar electrokinetic cell16 designed to extract information from streaming current/potential and conductivity measurements. Cordeiro et al.17 executed a similar set of experiments with the same electrokinetic cell to measure electrokinetic effects with a thermoresponsive polymer layer. In these and other studies, transport models are applied to the collected data to determine charge densities and other physicochemical properties.

Here, we examine a Nafion polymer film in a pseudo-1D configuration. Nafion is important in a variety of industrial applications, most notably as a cation exchange membrane in fuel cells and in electrolytic filtration17 assemblies. Further, porous polymers are often used as coatings in capillaries to modify the electrokinetic response of the base material,19 and on electrodes to modify transport properties.20 In these and other applications, the response of the porous and charged polymer to applied fields, imposed flows, and solutions of different compositions is essential to engineer device performance. In this study, we systematically examine a Nafion thin film deposited on a rigid substrate over a range of pH and salt concentrations using the electrokinetic methods of streaming potential and conductivity. Additionally, we execute X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ellipsometry, and profil-
ometry measurements to further characterize chemical and physical attributes of the Nafion.

In comparison with most materials used in characterization of porous and charged polymer layers,15,17,21 Nafion is expected to exhibit a larger hydraulic resistance. The generally accepted structure of bulk Nafion consists of a percolation network of aqueous blobs and channels lined with hydrophilic sulfonate groups (as described by the Gierke model22,25) interspersed with phases of hydrophobic perfluorinated polymer. Transport occurs in the hydrophilic phase of the material, with a characteristic pore dimension of 1–2 [nm].

We perform streaming potential and conductivity measurements to characterize the electrokinetic behavior of the Nafion–fluid system. Although conductivity measurements are commonly performed on Nafion samples in a variety of electrolytes, these measurements are normally performed in mixtures of [dM] or [M] ionic strength. Our work expands available results in concentration space down to 10 μM for conductivity measurements and 100 μM for streaming potential measurements.

Further, when performing streaming potential measurements, our electrokinetic cell preferentially probes the surface of the Nafion layer. The streaming potential is a result of ions advected by the flow; For a porous material with large mechanical resistance to flow, like Nafion, we expect that pressure-driven flow will actuate a thin region of fluid within Nafion film at the boundary between the porous layer and pure fluid. As the actuated charge is localized to a thin region of the interface, any properties inferred from the measurement may be attributed to this same thin region.

The significance of measuring Nafion both at the interface and throughout the bulk is reinforced by independent interfacial studies of Nafion. Studying the Nafion–air and Nafion–water interface, Bass et al.24 observed a roughening of the Nafion surface (via AFM) when in contact with water, which they attribute to the reorganization of hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymer. This study24 further observed a change from hydrophobicity to hydrophilicity of the Nafion surface upon hydration, which was also reported by Goswami et al.25 At the solid–Nafion boundary, Dura et al.26 observed multilamellar structures at the interface between Nafion and SiO2 in hydrated films; these multilamellar structures increase in number and thickness as the humidity is increased. Dura et al.26 did not observe lamellar structures for similarly prepared films on metal (Au and Pt) surfaces.

Despite their unique ability to infer a localized charge density ρf and penetration length λ0 of the Nafion, electrokinetic studies in a planar configuration have not been pursued to date. Instead, researchers have reported the phenomenological zeta potential or the coupling coefficient ξ21 in a configuration where the flow proceeds through the Nafion polymer.27–30 Limited results have been obtained in dispersions of Nafion polymer in a mixture of water and aliphatic alcohols by Zhang et al.,31 they measured a value of ξ = −2.807 (ξ = Fζ/RT, with the thermal voltage RT/F = 25.7 [mV] at room temperature) in a solution at pH = 3. Daiko et al.32 performed layer-by-layer assembly of Nafion and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) and claimed a pH-dependent zeta potential (via laser-light scattering of tracer particles) for Nafion, although direct conclusions about Nafion are obscured by the presence of a second material. Abebe and Farhat33 performed layer-by-layer assembly of Nafion with various polymers on 0.5 μm particles and claim a pH-dependent charge based upon zeta potential measurements and a color change attributed to dye uptake in the Nafion capping layer; specifically, values of ζ = −2.203 at pH = 11 and a value of ζ = 0 at 1.2 ≤ pH ≤ 1.3. The porous nature of the material appears to be neglected in these31–33 electrokinetic analyses of Nafion.

Although many studies report on the conductivity through37,28,34,35–36 and along37–41 Nafion membranes, we know of no measurements characterizing the conductivity of Nafion in parallel with an ion-containing fluid. Conductivity measurements have been made with Nafion membranes immersed in liquid, and in controlled atmosphere with varying amounts of humidity.33,37,38 In nearly all instances, the role of hydration37–39,42 (often cited as water molecules per charge) along with the diffusivity/mobility37,35,40,41,43 of the cations has been identified as a controlling factor in the conductivity. Often, the conductivity is expressed40,44 with an effective mobility of the cationic species, as it may differ from the bulk value. Peckham and Holdcroft44 provide a review of the structure/morphology properties of ionic conductors, and their relation to the overall conductivity of the material.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe our electrokinetic cell in detail, and outline the program of measurements, which we perform to characterize the physical and chemical properties of the thin Nafion films. Then, we present results from our streaming potential and conductivity measurements that we interpret using a model13,14 to predict the charge density and resistive properties of the Nafion film. We then compare these results with available data from other electrokinetic studies on Nafion (performed in different configurations), and propose an explanation for our observed data.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Sample Preparation.
Glass microscope slides (75 mm × 25 mm × 1 mm, VWR) were sonicated for 20 min in mixtures of soap and water, then a 1:1 mixture of methanol and ethanol, rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and dried with N2. The slides were further cleaned in a solution of 3:1 H2SO4/H2O2 at 50 °C for 20 min, several times with DI water, and dried in an N2 stream.

We coated the cleaned slides with a silane layer to promote adhesion with the Nafion polymer.45 Following the procedure of Luzinov et al.,46 slides were immersed in a solution of 1% v/v 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane in toluene for 22 h. Care was taken to minimize exposure of the slides to water vapor by performing the silane deposition in a closed container over a desiccant with a gentle N2 purge. Following immersion, slides were soaked in toluene for 20 min, rinsed in anhydrous ethanol, sonicated in anhydrous ethanol for 20 min, and then dried in a stream of nitrogen gas. After the silane deposition, slides are stored in a closed container over a desiccant and used within 48 h. All solvents used are of ACS Reagent grade.

We implement a solution-casting technique45,47 with spinning to generate nanometer-thick Nafion polymer layers. A solution of 20% Nafion resin in aliphatic alcohols and water (Sigma-Aldrich No. 663492) was diluted to 3% in 200-proof ethanol. This solution was applied to the silane-treated slides at an area density of 1 ml per 75 mm × 25 mm slide surface and spun at 1000 rpm for 7 s. Following spinning, slides were placed beneath large pyrex Petri dishes on a level surface and cured in a 150 °C oven (air atmosphere) for 1 h. This temperature was selected by the observation that higher curing temperatures lead to more stable films.47 Following the 1 h cure, the slides were left covered to cool to room temperature on a lab bench. The samples appeared slightly yellowed at the slide edges (i.e., on the edge bead).

Following Nafion deposition and oven curing, we washed the samples in (70%) nitric acid for 1 h at room temperature and then rinsed in DI water and dry in a nitrogen stream. Acid washing ensures
the Nafton is in proton form (e.g., −SO₂H vs −SO₃Na⁺); X-ray photoelectron spectra of the Nafton films after the acid wash do not contain a sodium peak (see the Supporting Information). Additionally, the slight yellowing observed following curing is removed by this acid treatment.

**Profilometry Measurements.** Mechanical film thickness measurements were performed in wet and dry states. Measurements were performed with a Dektak 6m profilometer (Veeco) and a stylus with a 12 µm diameter tip. The films were mechanically abraded in three positions along the sample centerline, corresponding to upstream, middle, and downstream positions. Four measurements were made at each position. This procedure was performed on a set of three samples at the dry state and each pH and salt concentration condition tested, to characterize the swelling response that we later apply to our electrokinetic samples under similar conditions.

**Ellipsometry Measurements.** Ellipsometric thickness and optical property measurements were made on dry Nafton films using a Woollam Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.). Measurements were made on a rectangular silicon substrate with a deposited layer of 1 µm thermal oxide. Processing conditions for Nafton on silicon are identical to films deposited on glass slides, with the amount of 3% resin used adjusted to keep the surface coverage uniform between the two substrates. The silicon surface was used to eliminate backside reflection of the glass substrate. Measurements were taken at incident angles of 65°, 70°, 75°, and 80°, over incident light at wavelengths between 300 and 1000 nm in 5 nm increments (see the Supporting Information for graphical output). Modeling was performed using WVase32 software (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.).

**XPS Measurements.** Survey and narrow scans were performed on the Nafton samples to determine atomic composition and bonding information (Surface Science Instrument, SSX-100). A flood gun was used to reduce charging effects on the polymer. All XPS measurements were performed in an evacuated (ultrahigh vacuum) chamber.

**Electrode Fabrication.** Silver chloride electrodes were prepared using an electrolytic method. Silver wire of 0.5 mm diameter and 5 mm length were installed in Nanoport fittings (IDEX Health and Science) with an ethylene tetrafluoroethylene sleeve. Pairs of silver wire electrodes were anodes in a cell opposite a platinum cathode in a 5 µm length were installed in Nanoport Science) with an ethylene tetrafluoroethylene sleeve. Pairs of silver wire electrodes were used and shorted in a 0.1 M HCl solution until used.

**Experiment Solutions.** Sodium chloride solutions (concentrations 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 mM) were prepared at pH 3, 4, and 5 using hydrochloric acid, sodium chloride salt, and DI water. We measured the pH, temperature, and conductivity of each solution before and after each set of electrokinetic experiments (Mettler Toledo model SevenMulti). Solutions were not purged with inert gas, and the concentrations of bicarbonate and carbonate ions are small as compared to the added ionic species.

**Flat Plate Cell and Electrokinetic Measurements.** Electrokinetic measurements (streaming potential and conductivity) were performed in a home-built flat plate streaming potential apparatus, similar to designs presented by Van Wagenen and Andrade, and Scales et al. A schematic of this device is presented in Figure 1. A pair of Nafton-coated slides form the channel floor and ceiling separated by a thin (nominally 50 µm) Teflon sheet (see the Supplementary Information) cut-out region with a length 56 mm and width 9.5 mm. Holes (1/8″ diameter) drilled in the top slide permit access to the channel formed by the Teflon sheet. We positioned an instrument pillar above each drilled hole. In addition to establishing a connection to the sample slides, the upstream pillar contains two electrodes (one current sourcing, one voltage sensing), a pressure port, and an inlet port which connects to a syringe pump (KD Scientific). Similarly, the downstream pillar contains a complementary pair of electrodes, and connection to an outlet reservoir. Voltage sensing is performed using a Keithley electrometer (model 6514), current is sourced from a Keithley sourcemeter (model 2400), and pressure is measured using an Omega Engineering 0–5 psi pressure transducer (model PX409). All instruments are connected to a computer and are controlled via (or monitored by) a LabView script.

![Figure 1](image)

We implement phase-sensitive streaming potential measurements to determine the streaming current coupling coefficient ($\chi_2$) of the Nafton–fluid system at each salt concentration and pH. The syringe pump provides a triangular waveform with maximum and minimum flow rates of 0.1 and 0.5 mL/min over a peak-to-peak time of 150 s. The generated pressure and voltage waveforms are collected and dominant peaks from their Fourier transform are used to calculate the streaming potential coupling coefficient:

$$\chi_2 = \frac{\text{max} \{\phi_{ext}\}}{\left|\text{max} \{\phi_{int}\}\right|}$$

Here, $\chi_2$ is the cell conductivity (measured in our electrokinetic device), and $\phi_{int}$ and $\phi_{ext}$ are the generated pressure and electrical potential gradients along the direction of flow. The scripted operator, $\text{max}$ denotes the amplitude of the peak (i.e., driving) frequency in each Fourier spectrum.

The cell conductivity is measured with a four-electrode technique to prevent polarization effects. The sourcemeter provides a sequence of currents (maximum 0.1 µA) for 5 s each, and the electrometer measures the potentials required to drive the currents. Ohm’s law is used to compute the conductance of the cell, which we convert to a conductivity with knowledge of the cell geometry. The width and length of the cell are measured with a digital caliper, and the cell height is determined from hydraulic resistance measurements.

Samples are repeatedly measured at each combination of pH and salt concentration. Prior to the initial measurement, each pair of Nafton-coated slides is soaked in a solution of pH 3, 4, or 5 (0 mM NaCl) for a minimum of four days with the solution exchanged at least once per day. Each pair of slides is examined in a solution containing only HCl followed by analysis in solutions of HCl and 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 mM NaCl. Experiments at a given pH and salt concentration consist of two streaming potential measurements, four conductance measurements, and one hydraulic resistance measurement. This set of experiments is repeated a minimum of four times at each combination of pH and salt concentration. The first set of experiments at each pH and salt concentration is neglected in our presented data, as these experiments contain a mixture of experiment solutions (e.g., in changing from 1 to 5 mM, a mixture of the two exists in the electrokinetic cell). An average of five sets of experiments are performed on each pair of slides at a given pH and salt concentration,
and two pairs of slides are used for each pH. Each pair of slides is tested at one pH only. At the end of each experiment, we obtain the streaming current coupling coefficient \( \chi_{21} \), the cell conductivity, \( \chi_{22} \), the hydraulic conductivity, \( \chi_{11} \), as well as the bulk conductivity and pH of the working fluid measured on a separate, benchtop, meter.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Streaming Potential.** We present streaming potential data over three decades of pH and NaCl concentration in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2.** Data and model fit (from eq 5) for \( \chi_{21} \) and \( \zeta \) as a function of pH and ionic strength. The model is a function of ionic strength, charge density, and the momentum penetration length \( \lambda_\rho \) only.

The streaming current coupling coefficient, \( \chi_{21} \), and the phenomenological zeta potential, \( \zeta = -\chi_{21}(\eta/\varepsilon_0) \), are plotted as a function of the ionic strength of solution, \( I_0 = 1/2\Sigma_{\pm}z_i^2ue_{\infty}^2 \), where \( \varepsilon_i \) and \( e_{\infty} \) are the valence and bulk concentration, respectively, of the \( i \)th component. Additionally, \( \varepsilon_i \) and \( \varepsilon \) are the vacuum permittivity and dielectric constant, assigned values of 8.854 \times 10^{-12} \text{ C/V-m} \) and 78, respectively. The fluid dynamic viscosity, \( \eta \), is 1.003 \times 10^{-3} \text{ [Pa-s]} \) at 20 °C.

These data reveal a strong inverse dependence on the logarithm of \( I_0 \), as shown in Figure 2, and \( \zeta \) to be insensitive to pH. The pH insensitivity is expected based upon the chemistry of the material; Kreuer \(^{22}\) estimates a pH insensitivity is expected based upon the chemistry of the material; Kreuer \(^{22}\) estimates a pK_a of -6 for the sulfonate groups in Nafion. The scaling of \( \chi_{21} \) and \( \zeta \) with the ionic strength of solution is expected based on the Donnan theory of membrane potentials.\(^{22}\) Inside the membrane, a local balance exists between the charge of the sulfonate groups and mobile cations from solution. This balance predicts a potential difference between the film interior and bulk fluid, which for a symmetric electrolyte with valence \( z \) is

\[
\phi_D = \frac{RT}{zF} \arcsinh \left( \frac{\rho_f}{2FI_0} \right)
\]

Here, \( \phi_D \) is the Donnan potential\(^{53}\) in V, \( F \) is Faraday’s constant, \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, and \( \rho_f \) is the fixed charge density in C/L. This scaling predicts a decrease in the Donnan potential for constant \( \rho_f \) and increasing \( I_0 \).

The phenomenological \( \zeta \) potential and Donnan potentials are not equivalent in the Nafion–solution system. The phenomenological \( \zeta \) potential is the surface potential at the plane of shear,\(^{12,54}\) and relates to \( \zeta_{21} \) as \( \zeta = -\chi_{21}(\eta/\varepsilon_0) \). This relation applies when the separation between surfaces is much larger than the Debye length of the solution (\( h \gg \lambda_\rho \) defined below) and the shear plane and solid boundary coincide. Thus, the phenomenological \( \zeta \) potential assumes that the surface of polymer is rigid and impermeable; this is inconsistent with our understanding of Nafion as a porous material, and violates eq 3, which requires a fixed charge density and cannot exist in a planar surface. In a previous publication, we derive an approximate form of the coefficient \( \chi_{21} \) for a porous and charged layer grafted on a rigid surface in a parallel-plate configuration.\(^{55}\) Our result is written in terms of dimensionless ratios, many of which are known for our thin Nafion films:

\[
\zeta^* = \frac{\chi_{21}}{-\varepsilon_0 RT \eta \rho_f^* F} = -1 \beta \phi_D^* + \left( \frac{\rho_f^*}{\alpha^2 \gamma} + \phi_D^* \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta} - \frac{1}{\cosh(\alpha)} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\beta} \right) - \frac{\tanh(\alpha)}{\alpha \beta}
\]

(4)

Here, \( \alpha = \delta/\lambda_0 \) parametrizes the hydraulic resistance of Nafion, where \( \delta \) is the thickness of the Nafion film and \( \lambda_0 \) is the characteristic penetration distance of momentum from the bulk fluid into the Nafion film. The parameter \( \beta = h/\delta \) is a dimensionless cell height, with \( h \) representing the half-height of the cell (see Figure 1), and \( \gamma = \lambda_0/\delta \) compares the thickness of the Debye length, \( \lambda_D = \left( (\varepsilon_0 RT)/(2F^2I_0) \right)^{1/2} \) to the thickness of the Nafion film. The remaining terms, \( \phi_D^* = \phi_f/RT \) and \( \rho_f^* = \rho_f/2FI_0 \), are potentials and charge densities made dimensionless by the thermal voltage (for \( \phi \)) and the charge in solution via the ionic strength (for \( \rho_f \)).

Very basic information about the Nafion film simplifies eq 4 considerably. Our measurements of the Nafion film thickness, coupled with hydraulic capacitance measurements to characterize the cell height, and reported literature on the small pore size (less than ~3 [nm]) of the Nafion polymer,\(^{22,23}\) indicate that \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \gg 1 \). profilometric film thickness measurements yield an approximate hydrated thickness of 320 nm; with a cell height of \( 2h = 57 \mu m \) and an a priori estimate of 5 nm for \( \lambda_0 \), \( \alpha = 64 \) and \( \beta = 89 \) so we can safely approximate eq 4 as

\[
\zeta^* = \frac{\chi_{21}}{-\varepsilon_0 RT \eta \rho_f^* F} = \phi_D^* \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\beta} \right) + \frac{\rho_f^*}{\alpha^2 \gamma} + \frac{\rho_f^*}{(\lambda_D/\lambda_0)^2}
\]

(5)

The free parameters are \( \rho_f^* \) and \( \lambda_0 \); \( \beta \) is known from independent measurements of the film thickness and height of the electrokinetic cell. We fit the parameters \( \lambda_0 \) and \( \rho_f^* \) by finding the combination of \( \rho_f^* \) and \( \lambda_0 \) that minimize the error between the predicted and experimental values of \( \chi_{21} \). During this search process, we restrict \( \rho_f^* \) and \( \lambda_0 \) to be identical in each film.

Our model (eq 5) and data (Figure 2) predict a charge density of 0.0582 mol/[−SO_3]/L, which is less than the accepted value of 1.6727 mol/[−SO_3]/L for a 1100 EW Nafion film with a dry density of 1.84 g/cm^3. The fitted penetration length is \( \lambda_0 = 1.57 \text{ nm} \), suggesting that the Nafion film is weakly permeable to fluid flow. The penetration depth is on the same order as the Debye length in solution, and both are much smaller than the thickness of the Nafion film, ~300 nm. Thus,
the streaming potential measurement constitutes a local probe of the Nafion—fluid interface; free charge a distance \(O(\lambda_0)\) into the Nafion is actuated by the flow, with the remaining free charge essentially motionless and neglected in the magnitude of \(\chi_{21}\). This value of the penetration length is comparable to the reported pore size based upon the Gierke model of Nafion.\(^{22,23}\)

Based upon literature descriptions of electroosmotic and Ohmic conductivity through the Nafion polymer, we may anticipate a trend in \(\chi_{21}\) as a function of \(pH\) for solutions of identical ionic strength. Work by Okada et al.\(^{41}\) describes a dependence of water permeability (average velocity through the membrane per applied pressure) that varies with the type of cationic species in a Nafion membrane. Their data demonstrate that water permeability through the Nafion membrane increases as the proportion of protons in solution. They further show,\(^{40,41}\) that the transference coefficient for water varies in inverse proportion with the concentration of protons in the membrane. The water permeability measure the resistance of flow to pressure, and the transference coefficient indicates the number of water molecules transported by the application of an electric field. Thus, both the mechanical resistance and electroosmotic resistance to flow are expected to change as a function of \(pH\) and ionic strength. Based upon the permeability and transference observations of Okada et al.,\(^{40,41}\) we would expect a trend where solutions with the same ionic strength and different \(pH\) are ordered: \(\chi_{21}^{pH=3} > \chi_{21}^{pH=4} > \chi_{21}^{pH=5}\). This trend is not observed in our data, suggesting that solution-dependent permeability and transference are minimally present at the Nafion—solution interface, or that these effects are small as compared to other sources of variability in our measurements (e.g., variations from sample to sample). Absence of this trend does not indicate lessened interaction between the fluid and the Nafion film; XPS results (see the Supporting Information) suggest cation exchange by the appearance of a sodium peak in proton-form Nafion films that have been immersed in a solution containing sodium chloride.

**Conductivity.** We perform conductivity measurements in concert with the streaming potential measurements. The conductivity is a measure of ionic charge transport everywhere within the electrokinetic cell. In contrast to the \(\chi_{21}\) measurement, in which a pressure-driven flow penetrates a characteristic distance \(\lambda_0 \ll \delta\) into the porous layer, the field applied during the conductivity measurements \((V \phi_{kat})\) actsuates a body force \((-\rho_s V \phi_{kat})\) on the free charge density \(\rho_s\) everywhere in the domain. Thus, the conductivity measurements represent the ability of the system to transport ions averaged over the entire domain, in contrast to the local probing of the \(\chi_{21}\) measurement.

Our conductivity data are presented in Figure 3. We show the conductivity as measured in the electrokinetic cell (the cell conductivity, \(\chi_{22}\)), and a ratio of cell to bulk conductivities \(\sigma_{cell}/\sigma_{bulk}\) as a function of ionic strength and \(pH\). The cell conductivity is an intrinsic measure of the ability of the cell (Nafion and ion-carrying bulk fluid) to transport current; as such, these values are not directly comparable to literature values of Nafion conductivity (presented later).

The observed cell conductivity varies with the \(pH\) and ionic strength of solution. These variations reflect differences in the mobilities\(^{55}\) of the ions \(H^+, Na^+\), and \(Cl^-\). Comparing solutions of the same (or similar) ionic strength but different \(pH\), the solution with lower \(pH\) has a larger concentration of high-mobility protons \((\mu_{Na^+} \approx 7 \mu_{Na^+})\). At larger ionic strengths (by the addition of \(NaCl\)), this mobility difference is overcome by increased concentrations of lower-mobility salt ions relative to the protons.

The ratio of the cell to the bulk conductivity indicates that cell effects, owing to the Nafion films, diminish as the ionic strength of the working fluid increases. This trend is expected based upon an equivalent circuit model of the cell conductivity: \(\chi_{22} = \chi_{bulk}(1 - 1/\beta) + 1/\beta \chi_{Nafion}\), where \(\chi_{bulk}\) and \(\chi_{Nafion}\) are the conductivities in the bulk fluid and Nafion, respectively. This relation can be rearranged to yield the conductivity of the thin Nafion film:

\[
\sigma_{Nafion} = \sigma_{bulk} + \beta(\chi_{22} - \sigma_{bulk})
\]

The cell conductivity, \(\chi_{22}\), includes all conduction mechanisms in the Nafion and fluid portions of the electrokinetic cell. We plot the Nafion conductivity from eq 6 in Figure 4 as a function of ionic strength. These data reveal a relatively uniform conductivity in the Nafion, although the magnitude of the errors preclude definitive conclusions as to the scaling with solution properties. In particular, the 50 and 100 mM data points at \(pH\) 5 exhibit a negative conductivity, which is nonphysical. These negative conductivity data points are not considered further in our analysis. Despite this noise, we are able to extract parameters that inform the state of the Nafion film.

We implement a conductivity model\(^{15}\) to determine the fixed charge density, \(\rho_p\) and penetration length, \(\lambda_0\), in the Nafion film. Our model incorporates conduction from the bulk, as well as excess Ohmic and electroosmotic conduction in the Nafion layer, \(\chi_{22} = \chi_{bulk} + \chi_{Ohmic} + \chi_{EO}\). Like the bulk term, the Ohmic and electroosmotic (\(EO\)) subscripted terms account for
conduction effects throughout the domain, not just in the thin Nafion film. We neglect Ohmic and electroosmotic conduction outside of the Nafion film, and validate this simplification by application of the Bikerman conductivity formula with inputs derived from our $\chi_{21}$ analysis. The estimated contribution from Ohmic and electroosmotic conduction in the bulk fluid is several orders of magnitude lower than the conductivity within the Nafion layer, which validates our simplification. For efficiency, we work in dimensionless conductivities with the scaling $(4/3)\bar{F}I_i(\varepsilon \sigma_i/\eta)\phi$. The parameter $\phi$ in the conductivity scale is a measure of the mobility of the current-carrying ions (see the Supporting Information for a brief description). We discuss this parameter at length elsewhere.14

Our model for the conductivity accounts for conduction in the bulk (driven by the electroosmotic motion of ions) along with Ohmic and electroosmotic excess conductivities within the Nafion film:

$$\chi_{22}^* = \sigma_{\text{bulk}}^* + \sigma_{\text{Ohmic}}^* + \sigma_{\text{EO}}^*$$  

$$\sigma_{\text{Ohmic}}^* = \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_i \phi_i^* z_i^* (e^{-z_i^* \phi_0^*} - 1)$$  

$$\sigma_{\text{EO}}^* = \frac{1}{\beta} \frac{3}{2} \left(1 - \frac{\tanh(\alpha)}{\alpha}\right) \rho_i^2$$  

Here, $\phi_i^*$ is the ionic potential of the $i$th species, $z_i$ is the valence, $c_i^* = c_i/I_i$ is the bulk concentration normalized by the ionic strength, and the remaining symbols have the same meaning as in eq 5. Manipulating eqs 8 and 9 to predict the Nafion conductivity is straightforward. We combine eqs 6 and 7 through 9 to yield

$$\sigma_{\text{Nafion}}^* = \sigma_{\text{bulk}}^* + \frac{3}{2} \left(1 - \frac{\tanh(\alpha)}{\alpha}\right) \rho_i^2$$

$$+ \sum_i \frac{\phi_i^* z_i^*}{2\phi_0^*} (e^{-z_i^* \phi_0^*} - 1)$$

This result depends only upon the parameters $\alpha, \gamma_i, \rho_i^2$, and the ionic potentials $\phi_i^*$ which may be calculated14 from values in the literature for a variety of electrolytes, including ions within Nafion film.14

We apply eq 10 to our conduction data, and perform a regression analysis to determine the values of $\lambda_0$ and $\rho_0$ which are the only free parameters. The domains of the parameter space are defined by $10^{-10} \leq \rho_0 / \rho_i^{(1100\text{EW})} \leq 1$ and $10^{-10} \leq \lambda_0 \leq 10^{-8}$ m, where $\rho_i^{(1100\text{EW})}$ is the charge density of a 1100 EW Nafion membrane. A family of $\rho_i$ and $\lambda_0$ pairs yield extrema within the domain that minimize the error between the model and experimental data; a single point on the boundary of the parameter space gives a global minimum. This is in contrast to the regression performed on $\chi_{21}$ which gave a unique minimum on the interior of the $\rho_i - \lambda_0$ space. Neither the family of $\rho_i$ and $\lambda_0$ pairs nor the minimum on the domain boundary intersect with the minimum identified in the $\chi_{21}$ analysis.

Nafion film properties, from the boundary extremum, yield a charge density of 1.6727 mol$[-SO_3^-]/L$ and a penetration length $\lambda_0 = 2.58 \times 10^{-10}$ m. The match between the data and experiment is shown in Figure 4. The theory and data agree reasonably well, when the errors in the measurement are taken into account. In extracting the parameters $\rho_i$ and $\lambda_0$ from the boundary extremum, we assume that the average charge density in the Nafion thin film is equivalent to the charge density for commercial Nafion membranes. This assumption is reasonable, provided there is enough water in the Nafion film for the charged domains to form a well-connected network, which will allow conduction of cations through the film. Our conductivity measurements are within the range of values obtained for Nafion immersed in water with multiple cations, although our measurements are made in a range of ionic strength that has not been extensively explored. We present a comparison between our data and literature values in Figure 5.

The compilation of data in Figure 5 illustrates several points about the conductivity available in the literature and the physicochemical nature of Nafion. There is a large spread in these data: even at the same ionic strength, variations are observed for identical or similar materials among researchers. Two reasons are identified in the literature for this spread. First, the cationic composition in the Nafion and solution govern the conductivity by affecting the hydration in the Nafion membrane. This is readily seen in Figure 5 by comparing the filled markers, where protons are the only cations in solution, to data represented by open and wired markers where the protons and univalent alkali metal ions are present in the Nafion membrane and solution (all are Na$^+$ except for Yeo et al. which is K$^+$). Although decreased conductivity for mixed cation electrolytes is consistent within each data set presented, there
are disagreements between data sets, as, for example, between
the data of Okada et al.40,41 and Verbrugge and Hill.36 Second,
the data by Slade et al.34 and Verbrugge and Hill36 reveal a
dependence on the thickness of the Nafion layer. This is
surprising, because the conductivity is an intrinsic transport
property, and should not be dependent on material extents.
The four conductivity values from the Slade data are
proportional to the thickness of the membrane studied; the
highest conductivity (15.8 S/m) is observed for a 208 μm
membrane, with thinner membranes (161, 111, and 58 μm)
exhibiting a monotonic decrease in the conductivity. The two
sets of Verbrugge data show a similar trend, although the
decrease is not as strong as that in the Slade data. Not all data
sets show size-dependent conductivity for varying thickness;
Okada et al.40 studied Nafion membranes of type 115 (125 μm
dry) and 117 (175 μm dry) using an HCl/NaCl electrolyte, and
observed no appreciable thickness dependence. In the context
of our results, this literature survey suggests that we should
observe a decrease in the conductivity for mixed cation
electrolytes relative to proton-only electrolytes, as well as a
decrease in the conductivity for thin Nafion films relative to
thick Nafion films. Although there is appreciable scatter in the
data found in the literature, these patterns are apparent in
Figure 5.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have combined streaming potential and
conductivity measurements to analyze thin Nafion films in
contact with an electrolyte solution. We explored a relatively
untested region of ionic strength, taking these measurements
over three decades of pH at six different values of salt
concentration. We coupled our measurements with a theory to
extract the fixed charge density, ρf, and penetration length, λp,
as predicted by both the streaming potential and conductivity
techniques.

Our results are consistent with a Nafion film that is
dehydrated and nonuniform along the film thickness δ. The
observed $X_{21}$ data follow from the advection of mobile charge;
in the Nafion film, a volume of fluid with thickness on the order of
λp is actuated by the flow. Thus, $X_{21}$ measurements constitute a
localized probing of the Nafion–fluid interface. In contrast,
our conductivity measurements average transport of free charge
over the entire Nafion film. Because of the values derived from
these measurements do not coincide, our results suggest that
the Nafion film in our experiments is nonuniform. Specifically,
our results are consistent with a Nafion film that is poorly
hydrated at the interior. Although we do not explore the source
of the hydration in detail, the temperature at which we bake the
Nafion during film preparation has been correlated with
decreased conductivity measurements on nonwetted Nafion
films.38

Even with this nonuniformity, we underpredict the expected
Nafion charge with our streaming potential measurements. The
literature24,25 indicates that the Nafion–air interface is less
hydrophilic than the bulk, and conductivity measurements are
consistent with a hydrophobic interfacial region for a wetted
Nafion film. Following observations of decreasing Nafion
conductivity with Nafion membrane thickness, Verbrugge and
Hill36 hypothesized that the interfacial regions of the Nafion
film are of higher ionic resistance than the bulk. As increased
hydration and increased percolation of aqueous domains in the
Nafion drive conduction,23,42,44,60 higher ionic resistance is
consistent with an interface that is more mechanically resistive
and less permeable to flow.

Finally, we have applied two commonly used electrokinetic
techniques in an uncommon configuration for a widely studied
material. This combination of technique and geometry has
enabled us to probe an interface in an uncommon way: we have
taken direct measures of the Nafion–liquid interface, and our
results suggest that this interface behaves differently than may
be assumed if the material were identical to the properties of a
bulk Nafion film. Further studies using our technique on this
interface, varying, for example, the Nafion thickness, type of
electrolyte, or environmental variables such as temperature and
pressure, are likely to yield enriching results on the Nafion–
fluid interface. Although we have identified several follow-on
studies to the material studied presently, this approach is not
limited to Nafion surfaces, and would be of great utility for any
porous material where the surface structure is poised to exhibit
a form or function different from its bulk properties.
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